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Spaces
that
create
wellness

W

e have
long been
aware
of the positive
correlation between
maintaining good
physical health and
a longer, happier,
existence.
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Make the most of outdoor exercises

More recently, though, we have started looking at how our
surroundings impact the same – particularly in the places we
spend most of our time at work and home. Over the years, we
have seen the world’s biggest organisations transform their
office spaces into environments more conducive to human
wellbeing, and therefore productivity.
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Promoting wellness by growing a green thumb

Whether that has been by
creating dreamy chill spaces
complete with cozy furnishings
for employees to enjoy their
downtime in or by installing
pool tables in the office for a
bit of fun and team-building
between shifts, the intended
result has been the same – to
fashion a workplace that makes
people happy to be there.
Of course, big companies
have both the capacity and
necessity to research how to
make their workforce more
content. After all, employee
wellness and productivity go
hand in hand with profitability.
But on an individual level, we
are often guilty of overlooking
the importance of promoting
wellness in our private spaces.
So what about those other
dimensions of life, aside from
work? The whole concept of
“wellness” has enjoyed quite
the buzz around it.
Wellness in what we eat; how
often we eat, our sleeping
pattern; social interactions; air
3

quality; fitness; leisure time – we
are thinking more and more
about how all these aspects
of life affect us and how they
can be optimised. The fact is
though, that where and how we
live has the greatest impact on
all of these facets of life.
Home is where we eat, where
we sleep, etc. It’s where we
would have open spaces to
exercise and take in fresh air if
we could. Most people prefer
spaces that allow generous
amounts of natural light in;
we inherently look for these
qualities when choosing
a home, do we not? The
problem has been, though,
that with rapid urbanisation
people have been forced to
be less choosy about where/
how they live, as space has
become an increasingly
rare commodity in cities and
convenience has been given
priority.

‘Is the home close to a
supermarket?’ – a question

more important in recent times
than, ‘Does the home offer open
green space outdoors to enjoy
in my free time?’. By asking
the right questions in the right
order, the Wellness Design
movement attempts to reclaim
the essence of what truly
benefits us in our living spaces.
The Biophilia Hypothesis – an
idea introduced by the Harvard
naturalist Edward O. Wilson –
talks about how, ‘the urge to
affiliate with other forms of life’
(Kellert & Wilson, 1995) is innate
to humans.
Designing with this in mind
does not mean solely looking
for greener solutions – biophilic
architecture comprises a system
of designing that not only
reduces the environmental
impact of building, but that also
includes the added element of
reconnecting people with the
world around them with the
belief that it is healing to the
human condition.
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As wellness of the body and mind begins to consume more of our thinking
space, it has naturally overflowed into more and more sectors like this. Now,
more than ever, there feels an urgency to design homes with functions that
encourage better physical and mental - wellbeing – a sentiment that gives
rise to developments such as ours here at Organo.
That means to build in a
way that brings the least
disturbance to the flora and
fauna of the land for example,
or using locally sourced,
sustainable materials to
design with the local climate
in mind.
It truly is the time now to think
more about how we build our
abodes; from how and where
we construct, to whether we
are being kind to ourselves
and our surroundings in doing
so. No longer is “wellness”
merely about spa days and
the amount of space we can
afford to stretch our legs
in. More important is that a
living space suits true human
nature and thereby promotes
better wellbeing internally,
externally, and towards the
world around us.
Open spaces designed for wellness

4
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GOING BACK TO
OUR TRADITIONAL
ROOTS
L

ong long ago, we
lived in villages
surrounded by
human beings were an
integral part of. With
least intrusion and
invasion, we coexisted
with other forms of life
in symbiosis. Almost
every other person was
engaged in some form of
agriculture. Most of our
ancestors were farmers.
Crops were abundant

and good health was
taken for granted.
Then came a time, when
cities were formed but
life was still normal with
80% of the population
inhabiting the rural
areas. With employment
opportunities and the
modern amenities of
the cities luring the
villagers, the influx

began. With agriculture
losing its sheen and
viability, youth started
shifting to urban areas.
Development was
rapid but we had to
pay a huge price when
we started invading
natural resources as if
there is no tomorrow.
Consequence- rapid
deforestation and
pollution that have
become life threatening.

Touching base with rural lifestyle

5
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However, as it often happens
with the human race, the
tide has turned. With serious
disorders taking their toll on
the quality of our life, man
has realised the value of pure,
organic, rural way of life.
Yet, we need the modern
technological inventions to
make our lives easier Therefore,
the answer lies in blending the
two-Rural and Urban. That’s the
only way forward for people
in quest of good life. Rurban
(pronounced Roorban) lifestyle
blends best of both the worlds.
That forms the basis of Organo
– the heaven for the seekers of
health & peace.

THE ESSENCE OF LIFE
Let there be balance in the space!
Let there be balance in the sky!
Let there be peace on the earth!
Let there be calmness!
Let there be growth in the plants!
Let there be growth in the tree!
Let there be grace in the Gods!
Let there be bliss in the Brahman!
Let there be balance in everything!
Let there be peace and peace!
Let such peace be with every one of us!

Peace – the all-encompassing word has many
components. Health is the most important of them
all. Without physical, mental and emotional health,
everything comes down to zilch. Nada.

6
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Life at Naandi

https://youtu.be/cCuGfcgV2co

M

y son lives in
Amsterdam and
he had some
capital gaiMy son lives in
Amsterdam and he had
some capital gains that
he was looking to invest
in for buying property.
We were looking around
for places but could not
find anything that struck a
chord with us.
We happened to be in
this part of the city one
day and were driving by
Naandi. Even from the
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outside, it looked quite
interesting. We were
curious to find out more.
Once we came in, it was
like entering a whole new
world. It was indeed love
at first sight. Looking
around, it was nothing
short of mesmerizing.
The clubhouse, the
greenery, the birds
chirping; everything was
unbelievably beautiful. To
find such a place barely
any distance from the city
was incredible too.

I shot a video of the place
(with much childlike
enthusiasm!) to send to
my son. He too liked it in
the first go as well and we
immediately decided to
buy a villa here. It is a rare
privilege indeed to own
a home that is modern in
every sense and situated
right in the midst of a
lovely rural setting.
I would say that being a
part of Organo has been
one of the best decisions
of our lives.
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https://youtu.be/t9chtJLqx_U

O

rgano was
founded to
re-establish a
conscientious connection
with the way we produce
and consume resources
as a community. Our goal
is to create replicable
community development
models built on triple
bottom line success and
net-zero thinking.

8
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Continuous
Contour Trenches
What are
Continuous
Contour
Trenches?
A continuous
contour trench is
dug at a right angle
to the slope and
are planned along
contour lines. Doing
so stops the water
flowing downhill
in its tracks by the
trenches, and water
percolation into
the soil below is
facilitated.
Trenches are dug
along the contour
lines (perpendicular
to the slope of the
farmland) in the site
for a depth of around
1.5 to 2 feet.

Continuous contour trenches prevent soil erosion

9
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The distance between each trench depends on the
slope of the terrain. The more the slope, the closer the
trenches are made.
There are a lot of advantages to making these trenches.

Water Conservation
These trenches help control the water
from flooding downstream farm areas,
which helps in saving water and
channeling it in the right direction.
The water that percolates into these
trenches after a rainfall, keeps the soil
moisture intact for a long time that
may even extend up the following
dry season. The same water can be
directly pumped out for irrigation or
extracted from shallow wells in the
area.
Without trenches, a lot of soil erosion
happens which increases the salt
build up in the water downstream.
This becomes unfavourable for
groundwater quality as well as for
crops. Also, the roots and foliage of
the vegetation trap sediment that
would otherwise overflow from the
trench during heavy rainfall.
Any pollutants other than salts that
may have mixed during the runoff are
also contained within these trenches
without getting concentrated and
accumulating downstream. Runoff
happens when rainfall intensity
exceeds the ability of the soil to
absorb and transmit rain-water.
Continuous contour trenches improve biodiversity

These trenches prevent soil erosion from
happening as the water flow is arrested at
each contour. As can be seen below, silt has
accumulated in trenches after the rains recently.
The silt that has accumulated in the trenches will
be collected and reused in the farmland.
10

Creating micro-climate
Over time, these trenches create a microclimate locally and improve bio-diversity
due to the availability of moisture and
topsoil runoff.
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Updates
1. Bringing Crops to Classrooms:
How we set up an Urban Mini-Farm
https://www.organoetschool.co.in/post/bringing-crops-toclassrooms-how-we-set-up-an-urban-mini-farm

Growing a green thumb in the classroom

O

rgano Et School got
an opportunity to set
an urban mini-farm for
children of Mahara Prep and
Day Care in Hyderabad. The
objective of setting this kitchen
garden was to help children
develop new skills as well as
learn about science, nature and
the origins of food.
After hearing about our
commitment to connect
children and nature, Mahara
School asked us to set up
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a simple kitchen garden on
their premises in Kondapur,
Hyderabad. We sourced the
soil, planted a mix of vegetables
(tomatoes, white brinjal, black
brinjal, green chillies) as well as
some flowering plants. We also
sourced three trees (Mango,
Pomegranate and Guava) as
well as short palms that can be
planted on the premises.
When a few of the plants
petered out due to overwatering, the Mahara team

reached out to us for help. We
sourced some more vegetable
saplings and planted them.
Through urban farm activities,
children will discover reallife, authentic first-hand
experiences, which will
contribute to compassion
towards our collective
environment. Many studies
have shown that children learn
a lot from growing plants as well
as develop new skills including:
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Compassion for other species - Caring for
the plants
Cause and effect - what will happen if the
plant is not watered or not nurtured
Nature connection - spending time
outdoors in a safe environment
Self-discovery and confidence - what
needs to be done, when and how. Once
the goal is achieved(harvesting), there will
be a sense of accomplishment for each
child
Physical activity and bonding - children
will bond with each other while they work
together as a team
Self-reliance - raising food that nature
gives us selflessly

Under careful adult supervision, children will
get to watch and do simple gardening work.
The younger ones can help in watering plants,
weeding, harvesting and planting seeds. In the
meanwhile, the older lots will be capable of
handling a greater variety of activities, like digging,
planting, mulching, pruning, harvesting and finally,
whipping a quick nutritious meal.
Gardening is a healthy, fun activity for children
and we look forward to the time when children
can work with the soil, seeds, plants and veggies.
Mahara Prep and Day Care are dedicated to
helping children love green living. Progressive
schools, like Mahara, are great co-educators in our
journey to ensure Education on Sustainability is
mainstreamed across India.
Connecting children with the natural world at a
young age is the first step in creating responsible
stewards of our collective future. If you would
like to set up an urban mini-farm in your school or
community, please connect to us at oes@organo.
co.in and by phone +91 9154 100775

Setting up mini gardens in the classroom

12

2. Launching Be a Farmer program
at OES Children’s Farm
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https://www.organoetschool.co.in/post/launching-be-a-farmerprogram-at-oes-childrens-farm
Do you want to
introduce farming
to your child? Do
you want them to
know where and
how their food is
grown? Do you
have kids who are
not afraid to get
dirty, jump in and
help, learn fast and
work hard? Then,
be sure to enrol
them in the Be a
Farmer program
at OES Children’s
Farm.

Here’s why we think every child should experience farming:
1.

Farming teaches children where their food comes from

2.

Farming teaches children how to care for the soil

3.

Farming teaches children nature and weather awareness

4.

Farming teaches children a better appreciation for food

5.

Farming teaches children plant life-cycle and farm eco-systems

6.

Farming teaches children responsibility

7.

Farming teaches children self-reliance

8.

Farming teaches children resilience and problem-solving skills

9.

Farming teaches children patient & endurance

10. Farming teaches children the joy of reward after hard work
We are offering an immersive learning experience for children
through Be a Farmer program. Click here https://docs.google.com/
forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSftrIRtPpaePNYwHzNlCSrsK1eU1JhaNoIDc_
UIhg_HtDNVtA/viewform to enrol your child!

Launching the farmers program at OES Children’s Farm

About Be a Farmer program
Once enrolled, 20 children will
be allotted 48 sq.ft patch each
to farm. They will be given a
harvest program for 120 days
(a typical harvest cycle). They
will be guided by our farming
team members and OES team
members on natural farming
techniques. They will have
hands-on learning from soil
preparation, seeding, tending,
13

weeding, plant health care,
harvesting, plant maturity,
composting, to mulching.
They will have to visit the
patch (along with their parent/
guardian) every weekend
during designated hours and
care for their crops.
Because this program is
designed as a hands-on
experience that will take

children through an entire crop
cycle, we request the parents
to bring the children every
Sunday/Saturday (day and time
to be confirmed end of June)
to tend to their respective farm
patches. If the farm patch is left
untended, weeds grow, the crop
cycle gets disrupted, plants
get impacted and learning is
interrupted.
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For Batch 1, there are 20 slots only. We are opening the program to the 8-13 years age group.
There is a nominal program fee of Rs.2,000/- per child
What we can provide
1. Approx. 48 sq.ft farm
patch for each child
to farm on during the
program duration of
120 days (4-month
crop cycle, seed to
mulching)
2. Seasonal saplings
(4 veggies, 4 leafy),
jeevamrutham, neem
oil and natural farming
guidance on what to
do on a weekly basis
3. Farming coaches, who
will guide children on
the weekly schedule
of activities for the
seasonal crops
4. Source of water for
watering the plants
5. Informal seating for
parents/guardians
under a young neem
tree near the farm
patches

What the children are requested to
do
1. Engage in farming tasks such as
soil preparation, seeding, weeding,
tending, growing, harvesting, and
more

At the end of the Crop Cycle
in October, the children
would
1. Have hands-on immersive
experience in raising
seasonal food crops

2. Come and leave at a designated
time every weekend in order to tend
to their farm patch

2. Have gained an
understanding of natural
farming methods

3. Bring their own gardening tools
(gloves, spades, watering cans,
small shovels, small rakes, garden
scissors, fabric twines, etc), and apt
attire (including monsoon gear &
garden boots/shoes)

3. Have seen the farming
cycle during the monsoon
season and its impacts

4. Follow farm-friendly behaviour
&follow necessary Covid protocols

5. Get a certificate from OES
on course completion

5. Bring food, drinking water & snacks
for themselves

6. Get featured on the OES
website and Social Media
Channels recognizing their
efforts

6. Bring hand towels, cloth napkins,
sanitisers, masks for themselves
7. Bring paper/cloth bags to carry the
fresh produce harvested by them
and take it back home

About Organo Et School
(OES)
We recognize that for
any positive impact to
be sustainable, it has to
be long-term and intergenerational. Organo Et
School strives to create an
apt learning environment
that will support and
empower families as well
as individuals to embrace
sustainable living mindsets
and habits.
Organo Et School is a
learning initiative set up
by Organo in 2017 and
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4. Have gained knowledge
on plant care and lifecycle

has been facilitating fields
visits and workshops
for Schools and Interest
Groups. Organo Et School
has had over 25+ schools,
6000+ students and 2500+
adults participate over the
last 4 years.
We believe in connecting
children & adults with
nature. Connecting
children with the natural
world at a young age is
the first step in creating
responsible stewards of
our collective future.
If you or your children

are interested in the Be a
Farmer program, please
connect to us at oes@
organo.co.in and by phone
at +91 91541 00775
today!

You can also click here
https://docs.google.com/
forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSftrIRtP
paePNYwHzNlCSrsK1eU1
JhaNoIDc_UIhg_HtDNVtA/
viewform to enrol your
child!

3. Eco-Summer Camp by OES
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https://www.organoetschool.co.in/post/9-12-year-olds-attendvirtual-eco-summer-camp-2021
Summer holidays are a lot of fun! Warm weather,
cool drinks, flexible routines, and along with
that, a lot of “I’m bored!”. In answer to that, we
designed a week-long eco-summer camp that
keeps your young eco-champs busy with learning
activities on nature awareness, skill development
and sustainability. While this summer looks a lot
different than summers past, it can still be filled
with new adventures into nature, the beauty and
benefits of it and how we can help by making
simple small changes in our everyday habits.
As part of the Organo Et School (OES) EcoSummer Camp program, children from the
age groups of 9-12 from various communities
Day 1 Concepts:
Introduction to Sustainability,
Resource Management, Urban
gardening, Origins of Food,
Music & Movement
On Day 1, children started the
session with a dance warm-up
session and moved on to yoga
starting with Dhanur asana
(which helps the body fight
infections) and Cobra asana
(that helps nutrients in the
body get absorbed effectively).
Children also learnt a sequence
of yoga poses and performed
the sequence in a dance.
In addition, they also learn
various hand movements and
gestures and were introduced
to Indian Folk dance – Bhangra.
This session was led by our
frequent collaborator Ms Sachi,
an accomplished dancer and
fitness expert.
During Nature talks, children
were asked to share their
perspective on Sustainability.
Children had enthusiastic
responses on resource
management. One young
participant observed that
“our resources are going and
not growing”, which is so
true. During our discussions,
we also discussed resource
management and responsible
16

in Hyderabad participated in the week-long
program. The program covered all 7 strands of
sustainability (Air, Water, Energy, Food, Shelter,
People & Earth) and the learning outcomes
were delivered through tailored workshops by
teachers & experts using varied online teaching
methods, that are apt for the age group. At OES,
we recognize that for any positive impact to be
sustainable, it has to be long-term and intergenerational.
In addition to an introduction to sustainability,
physical activities were incorporated daily to the
children through Music and Movement. Below is a
quick recap of the week-long program.

consumption of our limited
natural resources.
During the Food section,
children were taken through a
step-by-step process of growing
Microgreens through hands-on
demonstration by our in-house
expert Shilpi Shukla. Also,
children participated in a pop
quiz wherein they identified the
different categories of food and
their nutrients.
Day 2 Concepts:
Waste Segregation,
Composting made easy,
Plastic waste in Oceans, Ecofootprint of Spices
Children started the session
with a dance warm-up session
and moved on to yoga starting
with Vriksh asana (that helps
in improving focus and
concentration), then learned
Veera Badra asana (Warrior
pose that encourages good
circulation and respiration).
Children learned a dance
sequence on a song about
reducing plastic usage.
During the Earth session,
children learnt about different
types of wastes generated
and the importance of waste
segregation. One of the young
participants, Soham Shulka

(age 11) shared an interesting
fact that the whole earth will
be a landfill by 2050 if waste
is not disposed of responsibly.
Other children also shared
about the waste segregation
process they follow at home.
They were walked through the
process of making compost by
hands-on demonstration. The
session ended with a virtual
game where children played a
game of segregating different
wastes into categories of
household waste, food scraps
and recycling.
During the Water session,
children enthusiastically shared
their favourite sea/beach
vacation experiences. At game
time, children played a memory
game, learning about different
species of plants, mammals and
birds found near water bodies of
India. The topic then discussed
plastic waste in the oceans,
how they travel there, and what
we can do to help our aquatic
neighbours.
During the Food session,
children were introduced to
different spices found in an
Indian kitchen. They were
also told about the benefits of
consuming sustainably & locally
grown spices. Through a story
writing framework, children
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were encouraged to research
spices and find the origins of
the ingredients of their favourite
dish. Click here to read an
interesting short story by our
talented young participants.
Day 3 Concepts:
Eco-friendly Cleaning, Forests
& Afforestation, Basic Cooking
Skills, Learning Checkpoint/
Test
The session started with
children sharing their works
from the last workshop session.
After a quick warm-up, children
learnt two yoga poses that
helps in strengthening the back
muscles: paschimottanasana
(Forward bend),
sethubandasana (bridge pose).
Children framed sentences that
include nature, birds or animals
and enacted the sentence with
hand gestures
During the Earth session,
children were taught about the
benefits of using soap nuts as a
cleaning agent. Children were
walked through the process
of making cleaning agents
using soapnuts and identifying
soapnut trees.
During the Biodiversity
session, children shared their
experiences of forest vacations.
They were encouraged to share
their thoughts on how forests
help us. Children gave their
suggestions on how to reduce
deforestation and improve
afforestation.
During the Food session,
children were given hands-on
training on how to make curd
and little about dairy products.
During Quiz time, children
enjoyed pop-up quiz on
composting and waste
management.
Before the conclusion of the
17

day’s workshop, they shared the
stories/drafts they had written
on “Adventures of my favourite
dish”
Day 4 Concepts:
Urban Gardening, Clean
Energy, Energy Demand
Reduction, Food & Planet
The session started with
children sharing the 2nd drafts
of the stories they had written
on “Adventures of my favourite
dish”. After a quick warm-up,
children learnt two yoga poses
that help in strengthening the
shoulder muscles: a plank,
and Matsyendra asana (fish
pose). Children also practised
various hand gestures and
played a game of African dance
challenge.
During the Food session,
children were walked through
the process of setting up a
windowsill herb garden through
hands-on training. And learnt
that urban gardens come
in all sizes and shapes from
windowsill gardens to balcony
gardens, to terrace gardens to
backyards.
During the Energy session,
children learned about
Sustainable Energy and How
we can conserve energy at
home. This session was led by
our in-house expert Vaishnavi
Paturu. As a bonus, children
were given a fun activity to
estimate their energy usage
over the past year and to
compare seasonal changes in
energy consumption.
During the second Food
session, children were taught
about the benefits of green leafy
salads not only for their own
well-being but also for the wellbeing of the planet. They had a
fun activity session of making a
tasty and nutritious salad.

Day 5 Concepts:
Learning Recap, Collective
Farming, Nature Awareness
On this last day of the workshop,
Children did a recap of all yoga
asanas, dance sequences and
hand gestures they learnt in the
last 4 days.
During an Art session, children
had a fun doodling session
of drawing everything they
learnt in the last 4 days of the
workshop.
During the Food session,
children were taken on a virtual
farm visit to Organo Naandi.
During the live video, children
were shown a number of
plants & trees like, Banana,
Brinjal, Mosambi, Papaya,
Pomegranate, Lemongrass,
Peepal & Neem Tree. Children
then had a fun culinary session
making grated carrot sandwich.
Children were given a monthlong assignment to create their
own nature journal. The session
ended with the distribution of
certificates for children for their
active participation in the Ecosummer camp.

Click here to download the
June Month Nature Journal if
you would also like to try it out!
We believe in connecting
children & adults with nature.
Connecting children with the
natural world at a young age
is the first step in creating
responsible stewards of our
collective future. If you or your
children are interested, please
join us in learning and playing in
a week of sustainability-themed
summer camp! You can connect
to us at oes@organo.co.in and
by phone +91 91541 00775
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https://youtu.be/6mIT0Em1Fjk
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TRIVIA

O

ne of the key components of
holistic design is to harness
renewable energy systems and
make communities self-sufficient. An
environment report says that over 90%
of off-grid households feel that their
health has improved after replacing
toxic energy sources with solar power.

19
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EARTH FACTS

M

any of the global health
challenges that we face today,
including infectious diseases,
malnutrition, and non-communicable
diseases are all linked to the decline of
biodiversity and ecosystems.” Dr. Maria
Neira, WHO Director, Department of
Public Health, Environmental and Social
Determinants of Health.

20
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MEDICINE FACTS

W

e rely on biodiversity to
produce traditional medicines
and aid in the development
of pharmaceuticals that keep our
communities healthy. Plant biodiversity
provides both health and economic
benefits, as plants have been the single
greatest source of natural medicines
to date – from aspirin to cancer drugs.
When we lose plant species, we lose the
opportunity to discover potential drugs in
the future.

21
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NATURE’S MEDICINE
RANAPALA

This wonder herb
is an Ayurvedic
cure for:
• Cough
• Diabetes
• Insect bites

22

B

ryophyllum Pinnatum, also known
as Ranapala or Kidney Stone Plant is
known for its curative properties. It
can treat asthma, blood dysentery, boils,
bronchial affections, cough, diabetes, gout,
insect bites, jaundice, dysuria, epilepsy,
gout, whooping cough, jaundice & more.
It stimulates the production of urine and
hence helps in urinary stones. The herb is
also known to help with haemorrhage. Its
edible leaves can be cooked or used raw in
salads during early spring or winter.
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WELLNESS BY DESIGN

W

e do our best to maintain a
healthy lifestyle by staying active,
being mindful, and surrounding
ourselves with like-minded people. Our
homes must be designed to facilitate all
aspects of holistic living. Wellness begins
with the little things we do every day: how
and what we eat, sleep & most importantly,
achieving work-life balance!

23
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HEAVEN ON EARTH
IS A HOME WITH A
COLLECTIVE FARM

W

e have only one option left to
move forward as a human race,
and that is to get back to how
our ancestors lived. If you want to grow
your own food, be responsible for the
way we consume food and energy, and
be mindful of other beings, living in ecohabitats is the best choice to make.

24
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ECO-HABITATS
WHERE HEALTH
BEGINS AT HOME

T

he world, as we knew it, has
turned downside up with the
repeated lockdowns to contain
the pandemic. Being confined to indoor
spaces has made us relook at our
priorities. It’s time for us to make our
homes self-sufficient in terms of access
to safe and fresh food, drinking water,
pure air, and renewable energy. Let’s
get Rurban, shall we?

25

Sustainable day
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ENVIRONMENT DAY
5th June

L

et’s take a pledge to be
responsible towards Mother
Nature by living in harmony
with all her inhabitants. Together, we
can bring a significant change in our
environment. Today and Every Day.
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WORLD FOOD
SAFETY
DAY
7 June
th

K

nowing the source of your food
is of utmost importance to live a
healthy long life. Unsafe food is
the cause of most of the disorders we
suffer from. Stay safe. Eat safe.
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WORLD
OCEANS
DAY
8 June
th

O

ceans produce over half of the world’s
oxygen and absorb 50 times more
carbon dioxide than our atmosphere.
Every breath you take, every drop of water
you drink, every bite you consume, everyone,
everywhere is inextricably connected to and
utterly dependent upon the existence of the
oceans. And we dump eight million tons of
plastic waste into the oceans! On this day,
let’s do our bit to be more responsible.
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WORLD DAY TO COMBAT
DESERTIFICATION AND
DROUGHT 17 June
th

D

esertification is the degradation
of land in arid, semi-arid and dry
sub-humid areas. It is caused
primarily by human activities and is
interlinked with drought. The decisions
we make every day on what to buy, eat,
drink, wear and how to travel – all have
an impact on land resources. Let’s be
mindful of the way we live.
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SUSTAINABLE
GASTRONOMY DAY

18th June

O

n Sustainable Gastronomy Day
let’s commit to eating organic
seasonal vegetables and fruits.
Let’s take a vow to not waste natural
resources. Let’s incorporate the habit
of cooking with local ingredients and
witnessed organic produce. Let’s
produce our own food. Let’s connect
food to good health.
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INTERNATIONAL
DAY OF YOGA

21th June

You can’t always control what goes on
in the outer world.
But you can always control what goes
on in your inner world.
Align your mind & body with consistent
yogic practices.
Happy Yoga Day!
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HOW HEALTHY IS
YOUR HEART?

Do you know that your heart can age faster
than your real age? An unhealthy heart puts
you at risk of many diseases. Take this quiz
to find out how heart-healthy you are and
what you should do to get there!

https://organo.typeform.com/to/uAPW6u9U
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SHATAMANAM
BHAVATI

Reduce LDL Bad Cholestrol in 5 easy ways by
Dr. Vupparapalli Chandra Sekhar Reddy (M.D(Gen), D.M(Neuro), Profession: Physician)
https://youtu.be/ziW4lCpF9IQ

H

igh and increasing level
of LDL cholesterol,
which is known as
bad cholesterol (fat), in the
body, causes heart and brain
diseases. Changing of lifestyle
and using organic and healthy
food will give good results and
help to avoid such risks. Here

Do follow us on:
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F I

are some useful and easy
tips given by an experienced
Doctor, for reducing the LDL
cholesterol level by means
of changing lifestyle and by
consuming organic foods, that
are easily available.
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Visitors of Naandi
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